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Orlando Melbourne Int’l (MLB) Launches New Safe Travel Experience 
FlyMLBsafely.com website outlines airport initiatives, safe practices, and travel tips 

 

MELBOURNE, Fla. (June 12, 2020) – Orlando Melbourne International Airport (MLB) has launched a new program to 

provide a safe and healthy environment for all passengers, customers, tenants, and employees that includes impactful 

changes throughout the terminal and a new interactive website. The new program called MLB’s Game Plan: A Safe and 

Strategic Response to COVID-19 is outlined at FlyMLBsafely.com.  
 

“We have enhanced our terminal configuration, cleaning practices and safety procedures throughout the airport to 

protect the health and safety of all our stakeholders,” said Reneè Purden, director of public safety at Orlando Melbourne 

International Airport (MLB). “We share the same challenges as other airports but have the advantage of being a less 

congested airport with the capability and space to ensure accurate physical distancing guidelines. Plus we are utilizing 

the latest sanitation technologies every day.” 
 

To prepare for the return of travelers from MLB’s strong business and leisure markets, the airport has implemented 

several initiatives to deliver a safe, healthy and comfortable travel experience:  

 PHYSICAL DISTANCING GUIDES: Visuals guides have been installed to assist passengers with physical distancing 

at queueing locations throughout the airport including ticketing counters, TSA checkpoint, Dunkin’, boarding 

bridges, rental cars and baggage claim.  

 

 TERMINAL RECONFIGURATION: Improvements to terminal seating and queueing lanes have been made 

throughout the terminal to encourage physical distancing. 

 

 NEW WEBSITE FOR TRAVELERS: FlyMLBsafely.com has been launched as a resource for MLB’s passengers and 

customers outlining the renewed airport experience, safe travel tips, airline procedures and more.   

“Our new website was created to align with our core values of providing a convenient and comfortable customer 

experience,” added Manager of Marketing and Communications Rob Himler, C.M. “We encourage passengers to use the 

website as a tool to guide them along every step of their next travel opportunity at MLB.”  
 

ABOUT ORLANDO MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (MLB) 

Orlando Melbourne International Airport (MLB) is an award-winning airport, named Florida’s 2019 Commercial Service Airport of the 

Year by FDOT and #1 Most Scenic Airport Approach in the U.S.A. by PrivateFly.com. Located on the Central Florida coast, MLB serves 

nearly 500,000 passengers annually with current nonstop service to Charlotte (CLT) on American Airlines and Atlanta (ATL) on Delta 

Air Lines. TUI UK’s arrival in 2022 has sparked plans to invest millions of dollars into MLB’s terminal to provide an ultimate travel 

experience for all airport customers.  MLB has gained global recognition as an epicenter for aviation, aerospace and defense, home 

to Northrop Grumman, L3Harris, Embraer, Collins Aerospace, and most recently Aerion Supersonic. For additional information, visit 

www.MLBair.com or follow @FlyMLB on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.   

#FlyMLB# 

MEDIA CONTACT: Rob Himler, C.M.  RHimler@MLBair.com  
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